
Edmonton String Players Association 

May 2021 Meeting Minutes 

Type of Meeting: Board Meeting 

Meeting Called by: Edmonton String Players Association 

Date: May 29, 2021  

Time: 10:00 a.m. 

Location: Online 

 

Attending:  

Karen Hipson, President 

Tony Tucci, Treasurer 

Andrew Hoskins, Vice-President  

Christine Regehr, Secretary 

 

Called to order at 10:20. 

MOTION:   Christine Regehr made the motion to adopt the agenda. Tony Tucci seconded the motion. 

 

MOTION: Karen Hipson made a motion to approve the minutes from March. Tony Tucci seconded the 

motion. Carried.  

 

ACTION: Christine Regehr will check to see if April minutes were circulated.  

ACTION: Karen Hipson will check to see if all minutes are on dropbox.  

 

REPORT: Andrew Hoskins reported that the sustainability report is finished.  

ACTION: Andrew will do the final edits and forward it to Courtney to distribute to the membership. 

Andrew will also share it with the conductors.  

 

Funding 

 

Karen Hipson reported that she hasn’t heard back from the Community grant.  

Christine alerted everyone to an Epcor Co-vid grant.  

ACTION: Karen will look into the Epcor grant which is due June 4th.  

 

Tony asked about the SMERG Covid grant. He noted that the deadline has been extended and that the 

grant requires that the organization demonstrate a reduction in revenue by 30% due to Covid. He 

believes that we will qualify for it since we gave almost $4000 in refunds.  

ACTION: Karen will look into the SMERG grant. 

 

Discussion: Should we move ahead with the marketing position without knowledge of the outcome of 

our grant application? The board affirmed that we should continue with the plan as set out regardless.  



MOTION: Christine made a motion to change the AGM date to October 2nd for 2021. Andrew seconded 

the motion. Carried.  

 

ACTION: Karen will pre-set a meeting schedule for the year and publish it with the rehearsal schedule.  

 

REPORT: Christine Regehr announced that she could no longer continue in her position as secretary but 

will continue to be involved and helping with fundraising for the organization.  

 

DISCUSSION: Tony Tucci suggested that we should hire someone to do bookkeeping/maintaining the 

ledger. 

ACTION: Karen Hipson will add it to the agenda for a summer meeting. 

 

DISCUSSIONS: The board discussed the difficulty of continuity on the board.  

Also, the board discussed the extent to which members’ attendance at meetings contribute significantly 

to the organization and the extent to which that should be counted as volunteer hours. 

 

ACTION: Andrew Hoskins will write out a role description for a volunteer coordinator that is to be added 

to the existing job description of the Vice-President.  

ACTION: Karen will schedule two parent orientation sessions DURING orchestra rehearsals at the 

beginning of the season. Parents must sign up for one of those meetings. The parents will learn how the 

organization works (that it is based on volunteers), and will sign up for roles. 

ACTION: Karen will add a discussion about volunteering to a summer meeting. The board needs to 

formalize a new volunteer plan and decide whether members meetings are still required.  

 

REPORT: Tony Tucci reported on the Budget. In summary, the total held in all accounts is about 

$184,000. Revenue for 2020/2021 season was $12,000 ($4,000 were given in refunds). Donations 

amounted to $900. The MEP received about $6400 from the sale of instruments. The predicted net loss 

for 2020/2021 is around $35, 000.  

 

DISCUSSION: Karen confirmed that Courtney is working on an hourly basis and that she has signed a 

contract.  

 

REPORT: The MEP has received 10 registrations for the fall already.   

 

ACTION: Board members should let Karen know which weeks they are free to attend board meetings in 

the summer so that meetings can be set up until the AGM. 

 

The meeting ended at 11:15 a.m. 

 


